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Fgo gudaguda 2 rerun guide



in: Events, Summons Campaigns, Comments Re-Run Community Content Re-Operated Events are available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. The MEIji GUDAGUDA Recovery Event is an agricultural-based event with an eye ladder. The event started with a melee between Oda's side and Shinsengumi's side.
Each round winner is determined by the number of points collected by all Masters. Who wins determine the main search path of taking and who can gloat: Okita or Nobu. Once the round ends, the winning side rewards the ALL Masters (even if you fight for the opposing side) with an eye for the points ladder. However,
make sure to actually do at least one search per round, or otherwise the Masters are not eligible to receive the rewards distributed at the end of the round. Masters can acquire Holy Grail and Chacha by ending the Main Search. Climb the Eye Ladder to open more copies of Chacha (can be traded after the Main Quest is
completed), and receives her Ascension Material. Start an event by cleaning up the Main Search. The eye staircase and currency scratching look more daunting than that. Masters can clean up most events with natural AP. Masters received bonus points to join each round of battles based on winners: 50,000 points are
given to the box now for Round 1 winners, 100,000 for Round 2, and 150,000 for Round 3 (for both sides, so 300,000 total). The current 3-round drops are all divided into all 3 currencies. Masters cannot rear certain currencies early. Therefore, Masters without gacha CES can be fortten fine on this node, but those with
some or more gacha CEs should wait with apples until the Clean-Up battle is active. The Clean-Up battle opens at the end of the event is always more optimal, but may not have the monster drops you want to farm. Unlike the atrocious decline rate of GUDAGUDA 1, this decline rate is just a small step below Free
Search! Masters can rear a certain amount of Permanent Gear, Great Knight Medals and Prohibited Pages (!) during the event while collecting their currencies and points. Use Slave Events to speed up livestock (damage bonus) and/or a copy of the Wolves of Mibu field. Wolves heap Mibu in itself and event bonuses,
keeping some copies for the Quest/agricultural Challenge suitable for the new Masters. To optimize agriculture during events, consider the following advice: Step 0 Advice It is highly recommended to keep some Friends Points for the next event. 3* CE for the next event is very useful to accelerate the progress of the
mission. 1 The first thing to prioritize is buying a copy. 5 copies can be purchased from the store, but masters generally cannot limit it until after the event is complete. CE events give 30% bonus points and are a pretty good CE in general. 2 To purchase all copies, fields/ borrowed copys either and/or , and highest stage
nod available. 3 Scholars may choose which side to support, but some nods offer more tempting ingredients. Combine and mix sides to target your eyes and currency with the pitch that appeals most to you. 4 The eye must be declared last after all currency raisings have been made. As the best eyes of the Nod fall for
both sides at once, the Masters should try to keep pace with their two sides as much as possible in the long run. 5a For Scholars with some gacha CEs only focused on the desired currency farm in the first week and filled any empty CE slots with the Sun's Stronghold. The eye ladder will be filled while the currency of the
event is targeted. 5b For Scholars with lots of gacha CEs, the currency was best raised during the Clean-Up battle in the second week where bonuses fell on a very hard scale. Instead, consider the ces field bonus eye in the first week because the base eye is pretty good compared to the bonuses from Gacha CEs. 6
Battle Clean-Up is best to use epal without thinking Gacha CEs, and all single currency + nod eyes. 7 For the beginning of the pass: Put the eye shop first to unlock all copies and ascension materials for Chacha. Quickly buy Event CEs and try to make as much progress as possible. The event will be re-stimulated, and
the Masters can always try to get it back next year. Consider supporting GamePress and the author of this article by joining GamePress Boost! Accompany! Although the latest Fate/Grand Order event ends tonight, players don't have to wait at all for the next one. After the planters in the invasion of Kegemilangan, Rerun
Recovery GUDAGUDA Meiji will soon take its place. As one of the last reruai before the 3rd anniversary reception in a few months, this event will be a nice change of age as it lasts from May 8 to May 19. GUDAGUDA is a series of shows featuring characters from Koha-Ace and Fate/GUDAGUDA Order, a parody manga
that broke the fourth wall of TYPE-MOON. Although the original GUDAGUDA event introduced the master to the fate of Okita Souji, Oda Nobunaga, and their wacky antiques, Meiji Recovery debuted more characters related to both in a slightly stupid story. Veteran players will be used to the show, but first-rounders will
quickly understand how to take part. Chacha Chacha, son of Oda Nobunaga's brother, temporarily joined the cast when they started the show. Like any virtue, completing the story will make Chacha an eternal part of the schedule. He is a 4-star berserker with skill that wears his NP plugs, generates critical stars, and
denies enemies by Defense's up a few turns. Chacha also has AOE Buster Noble Phantasm and will seek a role in the daily farm team of most players who can give him a starting NP core. By completing the rerun completely, Chacha may be elevated to Stage 80 and NP5 but this will be the last time can get it if they are
unable to do so during the original event. Point System (Shinsengumi/Oda Bakufu) In the Meiji Rehabilitation Rerun, the player will have not one, but two points of ladder to completely complete. Both stairs will be filled by accumulating the eyes of Shinsengumi or Oda Bakufu that fall from enemies about the search for
such a particular faction. Rewards for hitting certain break points include QP, Summons Ticket, Crystal Lores. Note that 4 Gold Leaf Sun Fan and 4 Piece of Ranjatai needed to climb Chacha and buy his NP copies are gifts from the stairs of Shinsengumi and Oda Bakufu. However, playing through events will typically
allow players to complete events using natural AP or just a few apples. Against the Battle Troops During the first few days of the event, there will be 3 battles against the Army during a certain point in the story. Each battle ignited Shinsengumi against Oda Bakufu and the winning faction will be decided by the number of
points players have gathered on each side. The winning faction will also give some bonus points for their ladder to all players taking part during the battle. Therefore, players with minimal time are advised to complete at least one quest in each period to receive credit and bonus points. Event and Currency Stores As usual
during past FGO events, stores will exchange items for event currencies: Koban, Golden Dust, and Eiraku Coins. A full explanation of the store will require 3000 Koban, 2850 Golden Dust, and 2800 Eiraku coins. All event currencies can be planted by participating in the battle Against the Army and a series of free
searches of clean-Up as soon as the round ends. Event Craft Essences There will be five craft essences that can be obtained through events or gacha that help farming. Fort Point/Shop CEs Sun, +30% (+60% if MLB) to Shinsengumi and Oda Bafuku fall during mibu questsWolves, +50% (+100% if MLB) damages slaves
in the Gacha CEs Demon King party from Sixth Paradise, +1 (+2 if MLB) to Koban dropsA Stroll in Breeze Spring, +1 (+2 if MLB) to the Golden Dust drops Flowers Association High, +1 (+2 if MLB) for Eiraku Coins drops the New Servants Bonus Event and restores gudaGUDA slaves as well as those appearing in the
story will receive bonuses Increased Damage 100 Percent: Hijikata Toshizo, Chacha, Okita Souji, Oda Nobunaga 80-Percent Increased Damage: EMIYA, Mystery Heroine X, Mystery Heroine X (Alter), Nikola Tesla, Thomas Edison 50-Percent Increased Damage: Cu Chulainn, Medusa, Medea, Helena Blavatsky,
Edward Teach The Best Place for Farm Players is recommended to rear 40 AP quests Against Battle Over as all types of event currencies will fall regardless of the selected side, it is up to the player's choice based on ascension materials that can also fall. Chart Chart refer to the highest 40 AP searches so players can
target the items they need or want stocks. Note that 30 APs and lower searches will only drop silver ascension materials. If the player still needs to finish both ladders, there is also a Clean-Up battle that drops the number of Shinsengumi points and the high Oda Bafuku. Final Primary Quest and Challenge Quest Once all
the battles against the Army are over, players can end the Meiji Recovery story to acquire Holy Grail and Chacha or Crystallized Lore if they played through the original event last year. After that, a special challenge search is available to anyone who has completed Part 1 of the main story of Luck/Grand Order and is
easily solved with a damage bonus from the Wolves of Mibu CE event. Luck/ Big Order is available on iOS and Android. MORE: Beautiful Custom Dress Code for Animal Crossing: New Horizon Source: Fate/Grand Order Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order Highlights Big Problems with Game Awards 2020 Related Tos
Strategies Guide To Great Luck Orders About Author Daniel Chan (278 Published Articles) More Than Daniel Chan Chan
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